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a b s t r a c t 

Light field (LF) cameras can capture the scenes from different directions, which enables many applica- 

tions, such as depth estimation and saliency detection. However, they can be seriously affected when 

there is poor luminance. This work focuses on LF image restoration under low-light conditions, which is 

a challenging task to deal with noise, color distortion and multiple views. We develop a learning-based 

decomposition-enhancement method to decouple this complex task into several sub-tasks. First, there is 

a lightweight DecomNet with spatial-angular residual modules to decompose each input LF image into 

its reflectance and illumination. Then, there is a reflectance EnhanceNet for noise suppression and color 

correction, and an illumination EnhanceNet for luminance recovery. They integrate a multi-scale pooling 

attention mechanism to extract more informative spatial and angular features, and a deep spatial-angular 

feature fusion group with selective fusion units to fully encode and fuse the spatial-angular information 

with high efficiency. Extensive experimental results have demonstrated that our method can restore the 

spatial details, geometric structures, luminance and color of LF images with various light levels effectively. 

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Compared with what can be done by conventional cameras, 

ight field (LF) cameras with micro-lens array can capture both the 

ntensities and directions of the light rays [1–4] and produce 4D LF 

mages consisting of multiple sub-aperture images (SAIs) to record 

he scene from different directions. LF cameras have many appli- 

ations, including post-capture refocusing [5–7] , depth estimation 

8–11] , 3D reconstruction [12] , and saliency detection [13] . As with 

ommon images, LF images may also suffer from various degrada- 

ions during image acquisition. In particular, low-light conditions 

an severely damage their qualities by introducing noise, loss of 

etails and color distortion, which therefore affects their applica- 

ions. Here, we aim to design an effective method to restore the 

F images captured in the dark. Recently, deep convolutional neu- 

al networks (CNNs) have presented powerful capability in vari- 

us computer vision tasks. Thus, we develop a deep learning-based 

ramework for LF restoration under low-light environments. 

A distinctive advantage of LF images over single images is 

hat they can provide rich geometric information by recording the 

cenes from multiple viewpoints. Exploiting this advantage is the 

ain research direction for LF enhancement. Some methods [14–
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6] only enhance one SAI at each forward process by exploiting 

ome or all of the SAIs. Some methods [17–19] enhance all the 

AIs synchronously through one forward process by incorporat- 

ng angular feature extraction. For the single low-light image en- 

ancement, the existing methods can be mainly divided into two 

ypes: direct end-to-end mapping [20–24] and Retinex-based ap- 

roach [25–27] . The former learns a mapping from low-light im- 

ges to normal-light images through one network, and the latter 

tilizes the Retinex theory [28–30] to decompose each image into 

ts reflectance and illumination, which needs to be adjusted to a 

ormal light level. 

Here, by extending the synchronous approach for LF processing 

nd Retinex-based approach for low-light enhancement, we pro- 

ose a decomposition-enhancement method to resolve the com- 

lex LF restoration task into a few sub-tasks, which are han- 

led by different networks, including a decomposition network 

DecomNet) for reflectance and illumination decomposition, a re- 

ectance enhancement network (EnhanceNet) for noise suppres- 

ion and color correction, and an illumination EnhanceNet for lu- 

inance recovery. The main contributions of this paper are sum- 

arized as follows: 

• We synthesize color low-light LF images at various light levels 

by simulating the image formation process. 
• We design a lightweight DecomNet to decompose each input 

LF image into its reflectance and illumination. The main com- 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.sigpro.2021.108279
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/sigpro
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.sigpro.2021.108279&domain=pdf
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Fig. 1. Left: SAI array pattern. Each SAI provides one view of the scene. Right: 

Macro-pixel pattern. Each macro-pixel is formed by the pixels with the same rela- 

tive position in each SAI. 
ponents of the DecomNet are the spatial-angular residual mod- 

ules to extract the spatial and angular features effectively. In 

addition to the common loss functions for decomposition, we 

introduce a structure loss to better preserve the object bound- 

aries of the illumination. 
• We design an efficient EnhanceNet architecture for the re- 

flectance and illumination enhancement. For extracting more 

informative spatial and angular features, we develop a multi- 

scale pooling attention (MPA) mechanism, which performs 

element-wise feature calibration by aggregating multi-scale in- 

formation, with only a few additional parameters. In addition, 

we propose a deep spatial-angular feature fusion (DSAFF) group 

for fully encoding and fusing the spatial and angular infor- 

mation with high efficiency, with spatial selective fusion units 

(SFUs) and angular SFUs to adaptively select the features to be 

fused under the guidance of feature differences. 
• Extensive experiments have been conducted on both the syn- 

thetic and real LF images under various light levels. Our method 

achieves superior performance by recovering the spatial details, 

angular geometries, luminance and color effectively. 

. Related work 

.1. LF image enhancement with deep learning 

LF images can face similar degradations as common images, 

uch as low resolution, low luminance and noise. The related work 

f LF image enhancement we discuss here include SR and low-light 

estoration. 

For LF SR, Zhang et al. [14] developed resLF, where the SAIs 

rom multiple angular directions are fed into different branches of 

he network to super-resolve the central SAI. Wang et al. [31] pro- 

osed LFNet, which super-resolves the SAIs in the same row or 

olumn at each time by a horizontal or a vertical bi-directional 

ecurrent CNN. The outputs of the two sub-networks are com- 

ined to obtain the final results. However, these two architectures 

re inefficient, and can not utilize full angular information. Jin 

t al. [15] proposed an all-to-one network, which super-resolves 

ach SAI separately by utilizing all the SAIs, with a structural 

onsistency regularization module to recover the scene geometry. 

owever, such a network may extract much redundant informa- 

ion with increased computational cost. The above methods super- 

esolve one SAI or part of the SAIs at each forward process, which 

ay cause low efficiency during inference. 

In addition, some methods attempt to super-resolve all the SAIs 

ynchronously through one inference. Meng et al. [18] proposed 

 high-dimensional dense residual network for LF reconstruction 

ith 4D convolutions to extract the spatial and angular features 

imultaneously, and a related work [32] that uses generative ad- 

ersarial network (GAN) to obtain visually more realistic results. 

owever, 4D convolution has high GPU consumption and compu- 

ational cost. Yeung et al. [17] proposed a spatial-angular separa- 

le convolution, which provides an efficient approach to alternately 

xtract the spatial and angular features. Wang et al. [19] devel- 

ped a novel spatial-angular interactive network, which progres- 

ively aggregates the decoupled spatial and angular information. In 

eneral, these synchronous LF processing methods have higher ef- 

ciency during inference, and can also preserve better geometric 

tructures by introducing angular feature extraction. 

Low-light LF restoration can employ the similar processing 

ethods with LF SR. Lamba et al. [16] proposed L3Fnet, where 

he surrounding SAIs are utilized to restore the central SAI, with 

 global representation block to encode the geometric structures. 

hang et al. [33] proposed a two-stage learning framework for 

aw low-light LF restoration, with a multi-to-one network to re- 

tore each SAI separately by combining the useful information from 
2 
eighboring SAIs, and an all-to-all network to refine the spatial de- 

ails and angular geometries with the synchronous approach. 

.2. Low-light image enhancement with deep learning 

Most existing methods using deep learning in low-light en- 

ancement are developed for single images. Taking the direct map- 

ing approach, some methods [20,23] process the raw Bayer im- 

ges, by learning a mapping from the low-light mosaiced images 

o the RGB visually compelling images. However, the networks of 

hese methods need to learn demosaicing, which may raise learn- 

ng difficulty. Some methods take the RGB images as input. Lv et al. 

21] developed MBLLEN, which contains multiple branches to ex- 

ract features and achieve enhancement at different levels, as well 

s a fusion module to perform multi-branch feature fusion. Jiang 

t al. [22] proposed EnlightenGAN, which can be trained without 

aired images. Its generator uses the illumination channel of input 

mage as the self-regularized attention map. Wang et al. [24] de- 

eloped a Deep Lightening Network (DLN), which consists of sev- 

ral Lightening Back-Projection (LBP) blocks to perform lightening 

nd darkening processes iteratively for estimating the residual be- 

ween low-light and normal-light images. 

Alternatively, taking the Retinex-based approach, Wei et al. 

25] proposed deep Retinex-Net, with a Decom-Net to first decom- 

ose each input image into its reflectance and illumination, and 

n Enhance-Net to improve the illumination. The enhanced illumi- 

ation is then multiplied with the reflectance, which is denoised 

y BM3D [34] , to get the final output. Zhang et al. [26] developed

inD, which adopts a similar idea with Retinex-Net, and intro- 

uces a restoration network to eliminate the degradations of low- 

ight reflectance, in addition to an illumination adjustment net- 

ork. Zhang et al. [27] proposed a self-supervised low-light image 

nhancement framework, which consists of a decomposition net- 

ork to decompose a low-light image into its reflectance, illumi- 

ation and noise, and a nonlinear saturation mapping function to 

ncrease the illumination. The performance of this method totally 

elies on the decomposition network as it does not incorporate any 

ther network for further enhancement. 

. Proposed method 

.1. Overall pipeline 

An LF image L ∈ R 

S×T ×H×W has a 4D structure, with S and T de- 

oting the angular dimensions, and H and W denoting the spatial 

imensions. As shown in Fig. 1 , it can be represented as a S × T SAI

rray. Each SAI provides one viewpoint of the scene, with H × W 

patial resolution. It can also be converted to a SH × T W macro- 

ixel image. Each macro-pixel with a shape of S × T consists of the 

ixels that have the same relative position in each SAI. The con- 

ersion from the SAI array pattern to the macro-pixel pattern is 

llustrated by the green dash lines (only corresponding to the cor- 

er views and central view for simplification) in Fig. 1 . 
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Fig. 2. The overall pipeline. The input low-light LF is first decomposed into its reflectance and illumination by the DecomNet. The reflectance and illumination are then 

enhanced by the corresponding EnhanceNets. The multiplication of the enhanced reflectance and illumination is the final restored LF. 
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Since the LF images captured in the dark usually suffer from 

oise and color distortion, the low-light LF restoration task in- 

olves luminance recovery, noise suppression, color correction and 

arallax preservation. We resolve this complex task into the de- 

omposition and enhancement sub-tasks, which are performed by 

ifferent networks. In order to preserve better angular geometries 

nd improve inference efficiency, we adopt the synchronous ap- 

roach to process all the SAIs simultaneously at each forward pro- 

ess. The overall pipeline of our method is shown in Fig. 2 , where

he LF images are represented in the SAI array pattern. The in- 

ut low-light LF L low 

is first decomposed into its reflectance R low 

nd illumination I low 

by the DecomNet based on the Retinex the- 

ry. Then, the reflectance R low 

passes through the reflectance En- 

anceNet for noise suppression and color correction to obtain the 

nhanced reflectance R en . The illumination I low 

is input to the il- 

umination EnhanceNet for luminance recovery to yield the en- 

anced illumination I en . Finally, the enhanced reflectance R en is 

ultiplied with the enhanced illumination I en to obtain the re- 

tored LF L res . In what follows, we will provide the details of the 

ecomNet and EnhanceNet. 

.2. DecomNet 

The Retinex theory assumes that an image can be decomposed 

nto two components, reflectance and illumination. The reflectance 

escribes the intrinsic properties of the image and remains con- 

tant under different light conditions, and the illumination de- 

cribes the light distribution on the objects. 

The Retinex theory can be applied to the LF images as well, as 

ach SAI can be decomposed into its own reflectance and illumi- 

ation. Hence, an LF image L is expressed as 

 = R × I, (1) 

here R represents the LF reflectance and I represents the LF illu- 

ination. Next, we design a DecomNet to perform this decompo- 

ition for the LF images. 

.2.1. Network architecture 

We develop a lightweight DecomNet, which adopts an encoder- 

ecoder architecture, as shown in Fig. 3 . As all the SAIs are pro-

essed synchronously, we adopt alternate feature extraction strat- 

gy to guarantee low GPU memory consumption and computa- 

ional cost. Therefore, we design an efficient spatial-angular resid- 

al module, which comprises of a spatial residual block and an 

ngular residual block to extract the spatial and angular features 

equentially by 2D convolutions. The spatial feature extraction op- 

rates on each SAI, and the angular feature extraction operates 

n each macro-pixel. The SAI array is first fed to a spatial resid- 

al block, and then converted to the macro-pixel pattern and in- 

ut to an angular residual block. After that, the macro-pixel pat- 

ern is converted to the SAI array again before being input to the 
3 
ext module. All the residual blocks contain two convolution lay- 

rs, each of which is a combination of 3 × 3 convolution, group 

ormalization [35] and leaky ReLU activation. 

The information flow of DecomNet is described as follows. The 

eflectance and illumination are predicted by two branches. In 

he reflectance branch, the input LF first passes through a spatial 

onvolution layer, followed by three spatial-angular residual mod- 

les to encode deeper spatial and angular information. The spatial 

esidual blocks of the first two modules use a convolution layer 

ith stride = 2 , to reduce spatial resolution for memory efficiency 

nd also increase receptive field for capturing large-scale informa- 

ion. In the decoder, the extracted deep spatial features are grad- 

ally recovered to the original resolution by two 2 × up-sampling 

ayers, each of which includes a bilinear interpolation and a 1 × 1 

onvolution for aggregating the information of all the channels. 

here are skip connections concatenating the up-sampled spatial 

eatures in the decoder and low-level spatial features in the en- 

oder to fuse the high-resolution and high-level semantic informa- 

ion for more precise decomposition. Finally, a spatial convolution 

ayer with sigmoid activation is used to obtain the reflectance of 

he input LF. The illumination branch shares the encoder with the 

eflectance. As the illumination only describes the light distribu- 

ion and does not need to preserve fine spatial details, the deep 

patial features are directly up-sampled by 4 times and concate- 

ated with the corresponding low-level features, followed by the 

ubsequent decoding process. 

.2.2. Loss function 

The DecomNet takes the paired low-light LF L low 

and normal- 

ight LF L normal as inputs during training. Their reflectances R low 

nd R normal should be consistent, which introduces the reflectance 

onsistency loss 

 rc = ‖ 

R low 

− R normal ‖ 1 . (2) 

The illumination should be smooth while preserving the over- 

ll structure of the reflectance. Hence, the illumination smoothness 

oss is used, with 

 is = 

∑ 

i = low , normal 

|∇I i | × exp (−η|∇R normal | ) , (3) 

here ∇ denotes the gradient along both the horizontal and ver- 

ical directions, and η adjusts the degree of structure preserva- 

ion. As the low-light reflectance is corrupted by noise, we use the 

ormal-light reflectance as the structure reference for the illumi- 

ation. The term exp (−η|∇R normal | ) aims to reduce the penalty of 

he locations where the gradient of reflectance is large, so that the 

radient of illumination can be retained. 

This illumination smoothness loss may cause blurring, as its 

ain purpose is to reduce the gradient. In order to better preserve 

he structural boundaries of the illumination, we introduce a struc- 

ure loss measuring the structural difference between two images 
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Fig. 3. The architecture of DecomNet. It adopts two branches to predict the reflectance and illumination. Its main component is the spatial-angular residual module, with a 

spatial residual block and an angular residual block to extract the spatial and angular features sequentially. 

Fig. 4. The architecture of reflectance EnhanceNet. Its main components are the spatial-angular MPA module, which consists of a spatial MPA residual block and an angular 

MPA residual block, and the DSAFF group, which consists of several fusion modules. 
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 and y , which is defined as 

 s (x, y ) = 1 − σxy + ε

σx σy + ε
, (4) 

here σx and σy are the standard deviations, σxy is the covariance, 

nd ε is a small constant to avoid zero in the denominator. We 

pply this structure loss to R normal , I normal and I low 

, to keep their

tructures similar. Then, the total structure loss is expressed as 

 st = � s (R normal , I normal ) 

+ � s (R normal , I low 

) + � s (I normal , I low 

) . (5) 

The decomposed reflectance and illumination should be able 

o reconstruct the input LF, which introduces the reconstruction 

oss 

 rec = 

∑ 

i = low , normal 

‖ R i × I i − L i ‖ 1 . (6) 

The full loss used for training the DecomNet is 

 Decom 

= α1 � rc + α2 � is + α3 � st + α4 � rec , (7) 

here αn for n = 1 , . . . , 4 are the weights of different losses. The

osses for LF images are calculated by averaging all the SAIs. 

.3. EnhanceNet 

After decomposition, the reflectance of each LF image suffers 

rom noise and color distortion, and the illumination is under poor 

ight condition. Thus, we design a unified architecture for the re- 

ectance and illumination enhancement. We take the reflectance 

nhanceNet as an example to illustrate the detailed architecture 

hown in Fig. 4 . As the EnhanceNets are critical for the LF restora-

ion, we propose a multi-scale pooling attention (MPA) mechanism 

nd a deep spatial-angular feature fusion (DSAFF) group, which 

ill be introduced separately below. 

The EnhanceNet also adopts an encoder-decoder architecture. 

he input low-light reflectance R low 

first pass through the encoder, 

hich consists of a spatial convolution layer and several spatial- 

ngular MPA modules with stride = 2 , to extract features. Then, the 
4 
eatures are fed to the DSAFF group for fully encoding and fusing 

he spatial-angular information, which is followed by the decoder 

o gradually up-sample the features to the original resolution. Skip 

onnections are used to fuse the high-resolution features in the en- 

oder and high-level semantic features in the decoder. The output 

f the final spatial convolution layer is a residual map, which is 

dded to the input reflectance R low 

to obtain the enhanced result. 

his global residual learning aims to decrease the learning diffi- 

ulty and therefore speed up the network convergence. 

In summary, the reflectance EnhanceNet can be formulated as 

 en = f DE 

(
f DSAFF 

(
f EN (R low 

) 
))

+ R low 

, (8) 

here f EN , f DSAFF and f DE denote the encoder, DSAFF group and 

ecoder, respectively. 

.3.1. Multi-scale pooling attention mechanism 

Spatial-angular feature extraction is essential for LF restoration. 

n order to realize more informative spatial and angular feature ex- 

ression without introducing many extra parameters, we propose 

 MPA mechanism by leveraging multi-scale features, which is in- 

egrated to the spatial and angular residual blocks, as shown in 

ig. 5 . 

In the spatial MPA residual block, the features of each SAI first 

ass through two 3 × 3 convolution layers to obtain the spatial 

eature maps M s ∈ R 

C×H×W . Then they are fed to a spatial MPA 

nit, which has three branches to capture multi-scale contextual 

nformation. Given M s , the first branch uses global average pool- 

ng (GAP) to encode the global information, and the second and 

hird branch use local average pooling (LAP) with 6 × 6 and 8 × 8 

ernels respectively, to encode the local information at different 

cales. Each branch adopts a 1 × 1 convolution layer after pooling 

o compress the channels for reducing the number of parameters. 

fter that, the features of all the branches are up-sampled to the 

riginal resolution, and then added together to yield the feature 

aps I s . Next, a 3 × 3 convolution layer with sigmoid activation is 

pplied to I s to obtain the spatial attention maps A s ∈ R 

C×H×W . Fi-

ally, A s is multiplied with M s to obtain the calibrated spatial fea- 
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Fig. 5. (a) The spatial MPA unit adopts three branches to encode the global and local information at different scales. The first branch uses GAP, and the second and third 

branch use LAPs with 6 × 6 and 8 × 8 kernels, respectively. (b) The angular MPA unit adopts a similar architecture, but with 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 kernels in the two LAP branches. 

Fig. 6. (a) The spatial and angular features are first decoupled into two branches. The angular features are converted to the SAI array pattern and pass through a spatial SFU 

to obtain the complementary spatial features, which are added with the current spatial features and then fed to a spatial MPA residual block. The spatial features follow 

similar procedures. (b) The final angular features are converted to the SAI array pattern, and then added with the spatial features before being input to the decoder. 
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ures M s × A s , which are added with the input spatial features to 

onstitute residual connection. 

The angular MPA residual block adopts a similar architecture, 

ut all the convolution and pooling layers operate on each macro- 

ixel. As our LF images have 7 × 7 angular resolution, the kernel 

izes of the two LAPs are set to 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 , respectively. The

alibrated angular features M a × A a are obtained in the same way. 

Our MPA mechanism is efficient as it adopts pooling operations 

o encode information, which does not introduce extra parameters. 

n addition, 1 × 1 convolution is used to compress and fuse the 

hannel information, which forms bottleneck structure to reduce 

he number of parameters. More importantly, it aggregates multi- 

cale features, including both the global and local features, and 

herefore incorporates rich contextual information for determining 

he attention maps. Moreover, since the attention maps have the 

ame dimension as the original feature maps, each element of the 

eature maps has its own attention value, instead of the spatial or 

hannel consistency in the common channel attention [36] or spa- 

ial attention [37] . Accordingly, this element-wise feature calibra- 

ion has larger potential to highlight more informative features and 

uppress less useful features. The comparison of different configu- 

ations for attention are presented in Sub- Section 4.3 . 

.3.2. Deep spatial-angular feature fusion group 

The alternate spatial-angular feature extraction has the advan- 

ages of low GPU memory consumption and computational cost. 

owever, it may cause inadequate spatial and angular feature en- 

oding as they are coupled completely. A better way to deal with 

he spatial-angular relation is to maintain two branches for the 

espective feature encoding, with information exchange and fu- 

ion. Nevertheless, this decoupled spatial-angular feature encoding 

s not efficient, and may not be deployed when the GPU memory 

s limited. In order to fully encode and fuse the spatial-angular in- 

ormation with high efficiency, we propose a DSAFF group, being 

pplied after the encoder, where the feature maps have the min- 

mum spatial resolution and maximum number of channels, and 

herefore incorporates rich contextual information. 

The DSAFF group comprises of several fusion modules. The first 

odule, shown in Fig. 6 a, decouples the spatial and angular fea- 

ures into two separate branches by the corresponding convolution 

ayers. In the spatial branch, the angular features are converted to 
5 
he SAI array pattern, and then fed to a spatial selective fusion 

nit (SFU) to obtain the complementary features, which are added 

o the current spatial features, followed by a MPA residual block 

or extracting deeper spatial features. In this way, the angular in- 

ormation are incorporated to guide the spatial feature extraction. 

imilarly, in the angular branch, the spatial features are converted 

o the macro-pixel pattern, and then input to an angular SFU to 

btain the complementary features, which are added to the cur- 

ent angular features, followed by deeper angular feature extrac- 

ion. Therefore, the spatial information are integrated to the angu- 

ar branch as well. Then the new spatial and angular features pass 

hrough the subsequent fusion modules for further encoding and 

xchange. In the last module, as shown in Fig. 6 b, the final angu- 

ar features are converted to the SAI array pattern, and then added 

ith the spatial features before being input to the decoder. 

Next, we provide the details of the spatial and angular SFUs, 

hich aim to adaptively select the spatial and angular features to 

e fused. We take the spatial SFU, illustrated in Fig. 7 a, as an ex-

mple to give a detailed explanation. The spatial SFU is to selec- 

ively fuse the reshaped angular features F 
′ 

a to the spatial features 

 s . The angular features are expected to provide some complemen- 

ary and distinct information. Therefore, we take the difference F d 
etween the spatial features and reshaped angular features as the 

uidance to learn the channel-wise weights for F 
′ 

a . Firstly, GAP is 

pplied to F d to encode global information. Then, a fully-connected 

FC) layer is used to compress the channels, followed by another FC 

ayer with sigmoid activation to derive the scaled vector k . Finally, 

 is multiplied with F a to obtain the calibrated angular features, 

hich are added to the spatial features for fusion. The reshaped 

patial features F 
′ 

s are fused to the angular features F a by the same 

rocedure, as shown in Fig. 7 b. Hence, the spatial-angular feature 

usion can be formulated as 

F f s = F 
′ 

a × f ops (| F s − F 
′ 

a | ) + F s 

 fa = F 
′ 

s × f ops (| F a − F 
′ 

s | ) + F a , (9) 

here | · | means taking absolute value for feature difference, f ops 

enotes the above-mentioned operations for deriving channel-wise 

eights, including GAP, two FC layers, and sigmoid activation, and 

 f s and F fa are the spatial and angular features after fusion, respec- 

ively. 
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Fig. 7. (a) The difference F d between the spatial features F s and reshaped angular features F 
′ 

a are taken as the guidance to learn the channel-wise weights k for F 
′ 

a . The vector 

k is obtained by applying GAP, two FC layers and sigmoid activation to F d . The calibrated angular features k × F 
′ 

a are added to the spatial features for fusion. (b) The reshaped 

spatial features F 
′ 

s are fused to the angular features F a by the same procedure as (a). 
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Fig. 8. Image formation process. 
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.3.3. Loss function 

The reflectance and illumination EnhanceNets are trained by 

heir respective � 1 loss between the enhanced results and the 

ormal-light ones, i.e., 

 R = ‖ R en − R normal ‖ 1 , (10) 

 I = ‖ I en − I normal ‖ 1 . (11) 

In addition, they are jointly trained by the reconstruction loss, 

tructural similarity (SSIM) [38] loss and perceptual loss [39] . The 

econstruction loss between the restored LF L res and the normal- 

ight LF L normal is expressed as 

 error = ‖ L res − L normal ‖ 1 , (12) 

here L res = R en × I en . 

The SSIM loss between any two images is defined as 

 SSIM 

(x, y ) = 1 − (2 μx μy + c 1 )(2 σxy + c 2 ) 

(μ2 
x + μ2 

y + c 1 )(σ 2 
x + σ 2 

y + c 2 ) 
, (13) 

here μx and μy are the means, σ 2 
x and σ 2 

y are the variances, σxy 

s the covariance, and c 1 and c 2 are two constants. Hence, the SSIM 

oss used by us is � SSIM 

(L res , L normal ) . 

The perceptual loss is defined based on the extracted features 

y the pretrained VGG-19 [40] network 

 vgg = 

∥∥�i j (L res ) − �i j (L normal ) 
∥∥

1 
, (14) 

here �i j represents the features obtained after the jth convolu- 

ion layer and before the i th max-pooling layer. 

The joint loss used for training the two EnhanceNets is ex- 

ressed as 

 joint = β1 � error + β2 � SSIM 

+ β3 � vgg , (15) 

here βn for n = 1 , . . . , 3 are the weights of different losses. 

. Experiments 

In this section, we first introduce the synthesis of color low- 

ight LF images and then the implementation details. After that, we 

erform extensive experiments to verify the effectiveness of our 

ethod. 

.1. Synthesis of color low-light LF images 

A camera sensor converts the photons striking the pixel detec- 

ors during exposure time to a digital image [41] . Figure 8 shows 

he image formation process, which contains multiple stages, in- 

luding photoelectric conversion, signal amplification and analog- 

igital conversion (ADC). 

For sensing color, most image sensors employ a Bayer pattern 

osaic for RGB color filters. Each color filter placed above a pixel 

nly allows the corresponding color of the incoming light to pass 
6 
hrough and blocks the other ones. The RGB image is obtained by 

emosaicing, such as interpolating the two missing colors. 

The imaging process introduces some noises, including shot 

oise, dark current and readout noise. The photon arrival and pho- 

oelectron generation follow Poisson process, and lead to the shot 

oise, which is the dominant noise in the case of low photon count 

42] . Both the shot noise and dark current obey Poisson distribu- 

ions, and the readout noise obeys a Gaussian distribution. 

By simulating the image formation process, we formulate our 

ynthetic method in Eq. (16) , 

 syn = K 

(
Poisson 

(
L Bayer / mean (L Bayer ) × γ

)
+ n r 

)
, (16) 

here L Bayer is the Bayer pattern of the ground truth RGB LF im- 

ge, γ is a factor to control the light levels, and n r is the read-

ut noise. The photon count of each pixel is obtained after apply- 

ng the Poisson process. The standard deviation of readout noise 

akes the value of 0 . 25 e − and the dark current is ignored. K is

o scale the pixel values to 0 ∼ 255 . Finally, the interpolation de- 

osaicing is applied to obtain the RGB low-light LF images with 

oisson-Gaussian mixed noise. 

We used Kalantari [43] and Stanford Lytro LF Archive [44] LF 

atasets as the ground truths to synthesize our low-light LF im- 

ges with γ = 0 . 5 , 1 . 0 and 1.5. Each ground truth can be used to

ynthesize multiple low-light LF images by different γ values. We 

elected 300 images for training and 80 images for testing from 

hese two datasets. Only the central 7 × 7 SAIs of each LF image 

ere retained in our experiments. Examples of the central SAIs of 

ur synthetic low-light LF images at γ = 0 . 5 , 1 . 0 and 1.5 are shown

n Fig. 9 . It can be seen that the degradations become more serious 

ith the decrease of γ . 

.2. Implementation details 

Firstly, we trained the DecomNet. The spatial resolution of the 

eature maps was reduced to 1 
4 of the original resolution, and the 

umber of channels was expanded from 3 to 128 in the encod- 

ng stage. During training, the input LFs were synthesized from 

he ground truths according to Eq. (16) with random light levels. 

he learning rate was initially set to 1 × 10 −3 and decreased by a 

actor of 0.8 every 20 epochs. The DecomNet was trained for 100 

pochs by the loss in Eq. (7) . We assign a weight of 1 to the re-

onstruction loss � rec , which is considered the most essential. The 
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Fig. 9. Central SAIs of synthetic low-light LF images at γ = 0 . 5 , 1 . 0 and 1.5. 

Fig. 10. Comparison of illumination from DecomNet trained with and without the structure loss under normal-light and low-light conditions. 
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Table 1 

Ablation study on the DecomNet. 

DecomNet Light level PSNR SSIM 

0.5 26.88 0.8292 

Two-branch 1.0 27.49 0.8584 

1.5 27.23 0.8662 

0.5 25.01 0.8027 

One-branch 1.0 26.67 0.8433 

1.5 26.71 0.8572 
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ther loss terms aim to constrain the reflectance and illumination. 

e found that using 0.01 for the reflectance consistency loss � rc 

nd 0.1 for the illumination smoothness loss � is and structure loss 

 st can achieve the best performance. Larger weights for these loss 

erms may cause worse results or even failure of decomposition. 

Next, we trained the reflectance EnhanceNet by using the low- 

ight and normal-light reflectances obtained from the trained De- 

omNet. Three spatial-angular MPA modules with stride = 2 were 

sed in the encoder. Hence, the spatial resolution was reduced to 1 
8 

f the input resolution, and the number of channels was increased 

rom 3 to 128. Three fusion modules in the DSAFF group were set 

o default. The initial learning rate was 1 × 10 −3 , with a decay fac-

or of 0.8 every 30 epochs. The reflectance EnhanceNet was trained 

or 150 epochs by the loss � R in Eq. (10) . 

Finally, we trained the illumination EnhanceNet and fine-tuned 

he reflectance EnhanceNet at the same time. The learning rates of 

he illumination and reflectance EnhanceNets were initially set to 

e 1 × 10 −3 and 1 × 10 −5 , respectively, and both were decreased by 

 factor of 0.8 every 40 epochs. The illumination EnhanceNet was 

rained by the loss � I in Eq. (11) , and the two EnhanceNets were

ointly trained by the loss � joint in Eq. (15) , where all the weights

1 ∼ β3 for different loss terms were set to be 1. This training pro- 

ess lasted for 200 epochs. We used Adam optimizer with β1 = 0 . 9

nd β2 = 0 . 999 , and the SAIs of input LFs were randomly cropped

nto 128 × 128 patches with batch size of 1 during all the training 

tages. Our method was implemented by PyTorch on Nvidia Tesla 

100-SXM2 GPU. 

.3. Ablation study 

In this subsection, we study the effectiveness of our DecomNet 

nd EnhanceNet by comparing the performance of different config- 

rations on our test set. 

.3.1. DecomNet 

Firstly, we investigate the benefit of the structure loss in 

q. (5) by training the DecomNet with and without the structure 

oss, respectively. The comparison is depicted in Fig. 10 , which 

resents the illuminations of normal-light LFs and their corre- 

ponding low-light LFs. Only the central SAIs and epipolar-plane 

mages (EPIs) are shown. The EPIs can reflect the scene geometries 

nd LF parallaxes. Each of them is derived by fixing one spatial co- 
7 
rdinate and one angular coordinate of a SAI array, as indicated 

y the yellow line on each input image. As can be seen, the illu- 

inations from DecomNet trained with structure loss can preserve 

learer boundary structures. In contrast, the illuminations from De- 

omNet trained without structure loss are more blurry, especially 

nder low-light conditions, where the object boundaries are hardly 

isible. 

Next, we investigate the effect of separable prediction of re- 

ectance and illumination. We train another model by removing 

he illumination branch and adding an extra output channel to 

he reflectance branch, so that the reflectance and illumination are 

redicted through one branch. The comparison is shown in Fig. 11 , 

hich presents the reflectances from two-branch and one-branch 

rchitectures. It can be seen that the colors of reflectances from the 

wo-branch architecture are more natural, while the reflectances 

rom the one-branch architecture suffer from more color distor- 

ion compared with the input LFs. In addition, we train our En- 

anceNets by using the reflectances and illuminations from the 

ne-branch architecture and two-branch architecture, respectively. 

hen, we use these two DecomNets and their corresponding En- 

anceNets for inference. The final restoration performance is eval- 

ated by Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and SSIM, which are 

alculated by averaging all the SAIs for each LF image and over 

he whole test set. The quantitative results at γ = 0 . 5 , 1 . 0 and 1.5

re presented in Table 1 , which shows that DecomNet with two 

ranches is conducive to the subsequent enhancement because it 

btains better restoration performance. 

.3.2. EnhanceNet 

For the EnhanceNet, we first explore the benefit of our MPA 

echanism by comparing the performance of different config- 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of reflectance from one-branch and two-branch architecture under normal-light and low-light conditions. 

Table 2 

Ablation study on the MPA mechanism. 

Configuration Params. FLOPs Light level PSNR SSIM 

0.5 26.88 0.8292 

Our EnhanceNet 1.53M 61.72G 1.0 27.49 0.8584 

1.5 27.23 0.8662 

0.5 25.11 0.8057 

w/o attention 1.42M 57.98G 1.0 26.51 0.8380 

1.5 26.60 0.8507 

0.5 26.32 0.8146 

w/o GAP 1.52M 61.64G 1.0 27.01 0.8503 

1.5 26.90 0.8620 

0.5 26.02 0.8200 

w/o LAPs 1.44M 58.07G 1.0 26.63 0.8481 

1.5 26.81 0.8588 

0.5 26.11 0.8233 

w/o element-wise 1.45M 58.61G 1.0 26.87 0.8517 

1.5 26.86 0.8592 
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Table 3 

Ablation study on the DSAFF group. 

Configuration Params. FLOPs Light level PSNR SSIM 

0.5 23.93 0.7932 

w/o DSAFF group 1.04M 55.77G 1.0 24.48 0.8242 

1.5 25.46 0.8370 

0.5 25.70 0.8113 

1 ordinary module 1.68M 63.71G 1.0 26.35 0.8451 

1.5 26.81 0.8560 

0.5 25.88 0.8140 

2 ordinary modules 2.32M 71.65G 1.0 27.22 0.8490 

1.5 27.13 0.8625 

0.5 25.15 0.8097 

1 fusion module 1.21M 57.73G 1.0 25.92 0.8312 

1.5 26.03 0.8468 

0.5 25.72 0.8156 

2 fusion modules 1.37M 59.73G 1.0 26.72 0.8464 

1.5 27.10 0.8627 

Table 4 

Ablation study on the loss terms. 

Settings Light level PSNR SSIM 

0.5 25.27 0.7758 

w/o joint loss 1.0 25.86 0.8289 

1.5 26.43 0.8301 

0.5 26.21 0.7949 

w/o SSIM loss 1.0 27.15 0.8386 

1.5 26.94 0.8421 

0.5 26.49 0.8234 

w/o perceptual loss 1.0 27.16 0.8525 

1.5 27.18 0.8633 
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rations for attention. The different configurations include ‘w/o 

ttention’ by removing MPA, ‘w/o GAP’ by removing the GAP 

ranch from MPA, ‘w/o LAPs’ by removing the LAP branches 

rom MPA, which is equivalent to the channel attention, and ‘w/o 

lement-wise’, which outputs only one attention map instead of 

he element-wise attention maps. The quantitative results as well 

s the number of parameters (Params.) and FLOPs of these differ- 

nt configurations are presented in Table 2 . As can be seen, our 

nhanceNet with MPA mechanism achieve higher PSNR and SSIM 

han the other configurations, which demonstrates the multi-scale 

eature aggregation, including both the global and local informa- 

ion, and element-wise feature calibration are beneficial to the in- 

ormative feature extraction. Moreover, compared with the ‘w/o at- 

ention’, our MPA mechanism only introduces extra 0 . 11 M param- 

ters, indicating its lightweight property. 

Figure 12 shows two restoration results of our method at γ = 

 . 5 and 1.0 with their low-light reflectances and illuminations, and 

nhanced reflectances and illuminations. We present the compar- 

son of different configurations for attention by plotting the er- 

or maps with respect to the ground truths. The error maps are 

btained by retaining the maximum differences of pixel values 

mong RGB channels. As can be seen, the results of our MPA mech- 

nism are the closest to the ground truths. 

Then we investigate the effectiveness of our proposed DSAFF 

roup, which contains three fusion modules by default. We build 

ther configurations by removing the DSAFF group (‘w/o DSAFF 

roup’), or changing the number of fusion modules (‘1 fusion mod- 

le’, ‘2 fusion modules’), or replacing them with the spatial-angular 

PA modules used in the encoder (‘1 ordinary module’, ‘2 ordi- 

ary modules’). Within the DSAFF group, the channels of spatial 

eatures and angular features are reduced by half after the spa- 

ial and angular convolution layer in the first module to save GPU 

emory, and the total number of channels is the same as that be- 
8 
ore decoupling. The quantitative results, Params. and FLOPs of dif- 

erent configurations are presented in Table 3 . As can be seen, ‘w/o 

SAFF group’ has the lowest PSNR and SSIM. With the increase 

f fusion modules, the results are gradually improved. Compared 

ith ‘1 ordinary module’ and ‘2 ordinary modules’, our EnhanceNet 

chieves higher PSNR and SSIM with fewer parameters. Therefore, 

ur DSAFF group contributes to the better performance for the LF 

estoration. 

Figure 13 shows two restoration results of our method at γ = 

 . 5 and 1.5, and the corresponding errors maps of the different 

onfigurations for DSAFF group, which reflects that our EnhanceNet 

ith 3 fusion modules achieves better restoration performance 

han the other configurations. 

We also conduct an ablation study on the loss terms for the En- 

anceNets. First, we remove the joint loss by only training the two 

nhanceNets separately. Then, we investigate the effects of SSIM 

oss and perceptual loss since the reconstruction loss is essential. 

able 4 shows the quantitative results of different loss settings. As 

an be seen, the results have obvious decline if the joint training is 

ot adopted. Moreover, if the SSIM loss is not included, PSNR de- 
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Fig. 12. The first row and third row: input low-light LFs (central SAIs ans EPIs) at γ = 0 . 5 and 1.0, low-light reflectances and illuminations, enhanced reflectances and 

illuminations, restoration outputs and ground truths. The second and fourth row: error maps of different configurations for attention. 

Fig. 13. The first row and third row: input low-light LFs (central SAIs ans EPIs) at γ = 0 . 5 and 1.5, low-light reflectances and illuminations, enhanced reflectances and 

illuminations, restoration outputs and ground truths. The second and fourth row: error maps of different configurations for DSAFF group. 
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reases slightly while SSIM decreases obviously. If the perceptual 

oss is removed, both PSNR and SSIM have slight decline. 

.4. Comparison with other methods 

In this subsection, we compare our method with several other 

ow-light and LF enhancement methods. As our method is based 

n the Retinex theory, we make comparison with a Retinex- 

ased low-light enhancement method, KinD [26] , which restores 

ach SAI separately. To further verify the effectiveness of our 

ecomposition-enhancement approach, we also make comparison 

ith the end-to-end mapping approach by using the architecture 

f LF-SAS [17] and LF-InterNet [19] , which are effective for LF 

R. We remove the transposed convolutions for adapting to our 

ask, and adjust the network hyper-parameters to guarantee sim- 

lar numbers of parameters with our model as well as enough GPU 
9 
emory for training and inference. Then, we re-train them by us- 

ng our low-light LF dataset. In addition to the PSNR and SSIM, 

e also use Natural Image Quality Evaluator (NIQE) [45] , a no- 

eference image quality assessment method, and 
E, which mea- 

ures the color difference, to evaluate the restoration results. For 

he last two metrics, smaller values are better. The quantitative re- 

ults of different methods on our test set are recorded in Table 5 ,

onfirming that our method achieves higher PSNR and SSIM, and 

ower NIQE and 
E than the other methods at various light levels. 

Some visual comparisons of different methods at γ = 0 . 5 , 0 . 8

nd 1.2 are shown in Fig. 14 , where the light levels γ = 0 . 8 and 1.2

re different from those used during training. As can be seen, the 

estoration results of KinD still have obvious noise and color dis- 

ortion, and the angular geometries, which are implied in the EPIs, 

re not preserved well, as it operate on the single images without 

xploiting any angular information. LF-SAS can preserve relatively 
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Fig. 14. Visual comparisons of different methods at γ = 0 . 5 , 0 . 8 and 1.2. 

Fig. 15. Visual results of different methods on the real low-light LF images. 

Table 5 

The quantitative results of different methods on our test set. 

Methods Light level PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ NIQE ↓ 
E ↓ 
0.5 26.88 0.8292 5.957 5.392 

Ours 1.0 27.49 0.8584 5.711 4.925 

1.5 27.23 0.8662 5.524 4.841 

0.5 18.24 0.5737 8.526 9.092 

KinD 1.0 20.01 0.6283 8.519 8.849 

1.5 21.40 0.6869 8.007 8.845 

0.5 21.32 0.6981 8.233 9.137 

LF-SAS 1.0 22.09 0.7153 8.151 8.980 

1.5 22.77 0.7096 8.181 8.823 

0.5 20.96 0.7794 6.445 7.363 

LF-InterNet 1.0 22.95 0.8180 6.351 6.776 

1.5 24.02 0.8264 6.258 6.559 
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etter geometric structures, but can not suppress noise, restore lu- 

inance and color effectively. The visual results of LF-InterNet look 

etter than KinD and LF-SAS, but still suffer from obvious color dis- 

ortion. By contrast, our method can achieve promising noise sup- 

ression, luminance and color recovery, and preservation of spa- 

ial details and angular geometries under various light conditions, 
10 
hich demonstrates its effectiveness and robustness for low-light 

F restoration. 

.5. Test on the real low-light LF images 

We also test different methods on the real low-light LF im- 

ges provided by Lamba et al. [16] . Fig. 15 shows some visual re- 

ults, as well as the corresponding input and reference images. It 

s inevitable that the restoration results have some color distortion 

ompared with the reference images, as the input images are un- 

er very low luminance. We can still see that our method achieves 

etter visual quality than the other methods, which demonstrates 

ts enough generalization ability to restore real low-light LF images. 

. Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a learning-based decomposition- 

nhancement method for the LF restoration under low-light imag- 

ng. We synthesize low-light LF images including various light 

evels by simulating the imaging process. First, we design a 

ightweight DecomNet with two branches to decompose each in- 

ut LF image into its reflectance and illumination. The Decom- 
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et uses spatial-angular residual modules to extract the spatial 

nd angular features effectively. Moreover, we introduce a struc- 

ure loss for better preserving the object boundaries of the illumi- 

ation. Then, we develop a unified architecture for the reflectance 

nhanceNet to suppress noise and correct color, and the illumina- 

ion EnhanceNet to recover luminance. To extract more informa- 

ive features, we propose a MPA mechanism to perform element- 

ise calibration for the spatial and angular features by aggregat- 

ng multi-scale information, with only a few extra parameters. Fur- 

hermore, we propose a DSAFF group for fully encoding and fus- 

ng the spatial-angular information with high efficiency, which in- 

egrates spatial SFUs and angular SFUs to learn the channel-wise 

eights for selecting the spatial and angular features to be fused 

nder the guidance of feature differences. Extensive experimental 

esults have demonstrated the effectiveness and robustness of our 

ethod. 
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